The Brake & Watch
team headed off to
Springs during August to
train traffic officials in
Ekurhuleni where there
is a high density of trucks
of all shapes and sizes.
Out of 32 trucks tested,
19 were served with
Discontinuation of Services
notices writes Patrick
O’Leary.

T

he 59% failure rate will
probably seem horrendous
to some – and we agree.
However, we must point out
that this is one of the better
results. In the exercise conducted in
Mpumulanga just prior to this one,
the failure rate was a massive 92%
- 12 out of 13. In the Western Cape
some years ago, we recorded 100%
failure – 25 out of 25.

6Carin Heyneke, Acting Director

- Training of the EMPD Training
Academy urges officials to learn and
put their knowledge to good use.

5Ekurhuleni Traffic officials line up to begin their training on the first day of the
recent Brake & Tyre Watch event.
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The stats
improve

With thanks to

VALUED
PARTNERS

5The event was held in the newly opened auditorium which was equipped
with top equipment and sound facilities - made training so much better!

5Kugendren Gounden,

National Technical Manager
and Enoch Silcock,
Managing Director of
WABCO - founder
partners.

ALL

Winners

5From WABCO - Johan Van Der

Merwe, Bronson Benade and Meeshal
Pharboo - a great team!
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5Jannes Venter, Field

Engineer Product Manager
from Jost congratulates a
winning official after his
talk.

5Megenthran Naidoo, Fleetboard

MBCV, with Kobus van Zyl, Vice
President Mercedes Benz Commercial
Vehicles.
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The

5Enthusiasm is a fundamental of Brake & Tyre Watch - this
group had it in abundance!

5Getting into the pit and doing the job
the ladies proved they were king!
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46 While it is certainly heartening
to see an improvement, it is still
totally unacceptable that 19 out of 32
trucks tested on one day only were
found to be unroadworthy. What is
of even greater concern is the level
of unroadworthiness of some of the
trucks that were failed. On one of
them, a brake booster was totally
missing on the one axle. On the other,
lubricant was pouring out the hub into
the drum making any braking effect
between the brake shoe and brake
drum totally ineffective. Others had
even worse faults.
This is not maintenance neglect. In
our opinion it is criminal. As one of
our partners, George Hartman from
BPW Axles says, they are potential
murderers. “But it’s the driver’s fault,”
we hear some say. NO! That’s an
easy cop-out for all too often we are
told by drivers that they have told the
boss about the faults on the truck and
the boss ignores them telling them
to either drive or be fired. Section
49 of the Road Traffic Act spells
out the Duties of an Operator and
vehicle fitness falls directly into the
jurisdiction of the Operator’s duties.
Having said that, the good news
is that those operators who have
been running their shoddy trucks in

big
team

the Ekurhuleni area
without any fear are
now going to be nailed.
Why? Because there are 90
cops out on roads in that area who
now know how to spot signs of
unroadworthiness on trucks and are
going to be vigorous in the conduct of
their duties.
I say this with confidence because
the group of cops who attended
displayed enormous enthusiasm and
passion over the two day course. The
Brake & Tyre Watch team has come to
learn how to recognise the really keen
and interested from those who have
to be there merely because they are
told to be there. In this case, the vast
majority fell into the first category
and for this, we salute you.
On the following pages, we highlight
some of the activities and faults found.
I have also segmented a comment
made by one of the cops and
highlighted it in my Editor’s column
at the beginning of this edition. The
comment, made by one of the cops,
was: “Thank you for giving us back
our dignity”. Through that comment,
Brake & Tyre Watch has taken on a
new meaning and for this – and so
much more - I salute our stunning
partners. q
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5Accident survivor, Nicole Melck with Kathy
Bell of Standard Bank (right) with a happy
winner!

5FleetWatch Editor, Patrick O'Leary praises
another avid listener.

5Michael Poulter of

Standard Bank - thrilled at
the exercise.

Women's
Month
The Ladies

5George Hartmann of BPW gives a hug to his

rule

winning official

5Michael Stewart of MiX Telematics awards a
big prize to a lucky lady!

5Dave Scott, FleetWatch Technical

Editor presents his award
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5Rajan Padavattan of SANRAL with an excited
winner

It was a fitting tribute for
all the lady traffic officials
who walked away with
the prizes that August
was Women's Day
Month. We salute you all just proves that Women's
Power rules! Well done
also to the ladies from the
FleetWatch team, Standard
Bank, Bridgestone and the
JMPD.

5Paul Nordengen of SARF with another lady
winner!

35The FleetWatch team - (left) Kendall
Harrison, Kylie O'Leary and (top) Linda Reimers
with Superintendent Kaifers Smit.
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Some of the faults...
5This shoddy repair on a car carrier
5Wrong settings on the slack adjusters
result in different lever lengths and
unbalanced braking.

trailer shows scant attention to Best
Practise standards.

5Note the crack running around

the full circumference of the inside of
this tyre. Peering through the rim on
the other side (see below) is a similar
crack. Illegal and downright dangerous.

5The first truck of the day brought in
5Often one is hesitant to look up

from the pit for fear of going blind due
to oil leaks that drip into your eyes.

off the road moves onto the brake roller
tester before moving on over the pit for
undercarriage inspection. It failed.

3A plea to trailer
manufacturers.
There must be
a better way of
attaching license
discs. It is always a
huge struggle.

5Another one bites the dust as

a traffic official removes the license
disks from an unroadworthy trailer.

3There’s no suit and tie stuff here as

BPW’s George Hartmann briefs the cops
before the practical day’s training. Each
team – of a maximum of 10 cops per
team – gets a team leader from our expert
partner’s and Bridgestone experts roam
among the teams to explain tyre faults.
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Thumbs-up!
3Hoorah! A
pass on the brake
roller tester always
brings smiles to all.
We’d like to see
more of this.
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With thanks to

VALUED
PARTNERS

Valued Partners (left to right):
Dave Scott (FleetWatch), Kugendren Gounden
(Wabco), Walter Mukombe (HCV), Johan Van
Der Merwe (Wabco), Kylie O'Leary (FleetWatch),
Bronson Benade (Wabco), Michael Poulter
(Standard Bank), Nicole Melck (Standard Bank),
Toni Fritz (Standard Bank), Nhlanhla Dube (HCV),
Desiree Van Niekerk (Bridgestone), Botha Mputi
(Wabco), William Khumalo (Bridgestone), Linda
Reimers (FleetWatch), Michael Stewart (MiX
Telematics), Kendall Harrison (FleetWatch), Jannes
Venter (JOST), Katherine Bell (Standard Bank),
Zehraan Rassool (BPW), George Hartmann (BPW).

4Kobus van Zyl, Vice-President of Mercedes-Benz
gets the induction into the Brake & Tyre Watch
Campaign by Editor, Patrick O'Leary (right)

6Mercedes-Benz and GRW Tankers showed the
officials what a 'top' condition truck
& trailer looks like.
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3Why are such important

connections treated with such
disdain by so many operators. This is
a right royal mess.

6The vital safety latch which must

drop down in front of the operating
handle on this 5th wheel is missing.
Make-do does not do the trick.
Cheerio trailer!

A litany of faults...
3Loose bolts are often

5The load sensing valve is

disconnected and ‘blou-draad’ takes
over once again.

5Lubricant is pouring out the hub posing a huge fire risk
when the wheel bearings seize as well as making braking
between the shoes and the drum ineffective.
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found on components
under the chassis causing
the alignment of critical
components to be thrown
out and become ineffective
for their intended task.
Unnecessary expense,
damage and a compromise
on road safety.

5So where is the red suzie hose? The driver told us it had

‘burst’ just that morning and he would swop it with another
driver from the same company whose rig, coincidentally, was
brought into the test centre with two red suzie hoses. Yeah
sure!
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3Small signs

of neglect act as
indicators of bigger
faults. The missing
lock mechanism on
this door was such
a sign and this truck
ended up failing with
numerous faults.

3Taking pride in a

vehicle means paying
attention to the details
such as locking the
battery cover and step
plate instead of having
it bumping and bashing
around at the back.

5This is an example of total maintenance neglect

as you don’t need to be a rocket scientist to see
that the right brake booster is missing here. In fact, it
has been noticed as everything associated with the
booster has been tied up with blou draad. Total fail.

Bad tyres

5Apart from having shoddy retreads, it was obvious from these tyres
that the trailer was heavily overloaded.

5The chunks out of these tyres are

down to the beading and therefore
the tyres should be replaced as they
present blow-out points. Road safety and
roadworthiness go together.
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5The inner tyre was totally

flat leaving the outer tyre to
do all the work. Unsafe and a
waste of money.

5Sidewall cuts on tyres are unwelcomed
expenses as for Best Practise dictates that
the tyre must be scrapped. It cannot be
repaired and will eventually result in a
blow-out.
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